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Ultra-sensitive Sequencing Identifies High
Prevalence of Clonal Hematopoiesis-Associated
Mutations throughout Adult Life

Rocio Acuna-Hidalgo,1 Hilal Sengul,1 Marloes Steehouwer,1 Maartje van de Vorst,2 Sita H. Vermeulen,3

Lambertus A.L.M. Kiemeney,3 Joris A. Veltman,2,4 Christian Gilissen,2 and Alexander Hoischen1,5,*

Clonal hematopoiesis results from somaticmutations in hematopoietic stem cells, which give an advantage tomutant cells, driving their

clonal expansion and potentially leading to leukemia. The acquisition of clonal hematopoiesis-driver mutations (CHDMs) occurs with

normal aging and these mutations have been detected inmore than 10% of individualsR65 years. We aimed to examine the prevalence

and characteristics of CHDMs throughout adult life. We developed a targeted re-sequencing assay combining high-throughput with ul-

tra-high sensitivity based on single-molecule molecular inversion probes (smMIPs). Using smMIPs, we screened more than 100 loci for

CHDMs in more than 2,000 blood DNA samples from population controls between 20 and 69 years of age. Loci screened included 40

regions known to drive clonal hematopoiesis when mutated and 64 novel candidate loci. We identified 224 somatic mutations

throughout our cohort, of which 216 were coding mutations in known driver genes (DNMT3A, JAK2, GNAS, TET2, and ASXL1),

including 196 point mutations and 20 indels. Our assay’s improved sensitivity allowed us to detect mutations with variant allele fre-

quencies as low as 0.001. CHDMs were identified in more than 20% of individuals 60 to 69 years of age and in 3% of individuals 20

to 29 years of age, approximately double the previously reported prevalence despite screening a limited set of loci. Our findings support

the occurrence of clonal hematopoiesis-associated mutations as a widespread mechanism linked with aging, suggesting that mosaicism

as a result of clonal evolution of cells harboring somatic mutations is a universal mechanism occurring at all ages in healthy humans.

Introduction

Low-level mosaicism resulting from somatic mutations is

frequent in healthy tissues,1 particularly in those with high

turnover rates such as blood2–6 and skin.7,8Novelmutations

may arise due to failure to repair DNA replication errors9 or

secondary to DNA damage caused by exposure to endoge-

nous andexogenousmutagens.10Whilemost somaticmuta-

tions arephenotypically silent in the cell inwhich theyarise,

some of them can lead to changes in cell behavior. For

example, mutations abolishing the function of a gene can

be detrimental or even lethal for the cell in which they arise.

In contrast, a subset ofmutationshave the ability topromote

cell proliferation and/or survival, granting mutant cells a

growth advantage compared to wild-type ones.11,12 This

fitness advantage can allow a single mutant cell to grow

into groups of identical daughter cells, which is known as

‘‘clonal expansion.’’13,14Mutationsdriving clonal expansion

can arise in all cell types including somatic stem cells, which

are characterizedby their longevity andcontinuousdivision.

These two characteristics would allow somatic stem cells to

undergo recurring cycles of acquisition of mutations and

subsequent clonal expansion, leading to the accumulation

and propagation of mutations over time.

A number of recurrent somatic mutations have been

implicated in ‘‘clonal hematopoiesis,’’ a process in which

a mutant hematopoietic stem cell (HSC) expands clonally

and contributes to a significant and detectable fraction of

circulating blood cells.2–5 Somatic mutations involved in

clonal hematopoiesis are often detected in blood-derived

DNA at a variant allelic frequency (VAF) ranging from

0.008 to 0.1, suggesting that between 1.6% and 20% of

nucleated cells circulating in blood are derived from

mutant HSCs.2–5 Clonal hematopoiesis driver mutations

(CHDMs) most often disrupt genes such as DNMT3A

(MIM: 602769), TET2 (MIM: 612839), and ASXL1 (MIM:

612990), which are associated with blood disorders like

myelodysplasia and leukemia.2–4 Because of this link, the

acquisition of CHDMs has been suggested to represent

the earliest phase in the development of hematologic ma-

lignancies.15 Indeed, clonal hematopoiesis of indetermi-

nate potential, defined by the presence of CHDMs with a

VAF R 0.02 in individuals without overt hematologic dis-

ease, is currently considered a pre-cancerous state carrying

a risk of converting to leukemia of 0.5% to 1% per year.3,16

Clonal hematopoiesis is thought to be rare in individuals

younger than 50 years and increases in frequency with age,

affecting at least 10% of individuals older than 65 years2,4

and close to 20% of persons above 90 years.5 Some muta-

tions involved in clonal hematopoiesis, such as JAK2

(MIM: 147796) orDNMT3Amutations, have been detected

in blood of healthy adults of all ages and are thought to be

able to cause clonal expansion ofmutant HSCs throughout

life. On the other hand, a subset of recurrentmutations has
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been observed only in individuals over the age of 70 years,

such as mutations in SRSF2 (MIM: 600813) or SF3B1 (MIM:

605590), suggesting that clonal expansion of HSCs

harboring these mutations is age dependent.5 This obser-

vation has led to the hypothesis that the aging cellular

background may play a crucial role in the selection and

expansion of mutant HSCs.5 Indeed, aging is accompanied

by a decline in HSC function,17 a bias toward myeloid dif-

ferentiation,18 and changes in the bone marrow niche.19 It

is therefore possible that certain mutations provide a

cellular advantage in the aging bonemarrow environment,

allowing for clonal expansion of mutant HSCs exclusively

in this context.5,20,21 However, it is also possible that

CHDMs associated with aging arise in young individuals

but remain undetected due to technical limitations;

because of the low VAF at which CHDMs are often present,

the detectionmethod used heavily influences the ability to

identify these mutations.22 For instance, studies favoring a

targeted approach to provide deep sequencing coverage in

known hotspot regions have led to the identification of a

number of CHDMs with low VAF which would have other-

wise been missed by exome or genome sequencing.5,6

In the present study, we aim to characterize the genetic

profile and features of clonal hematopoiesis in individuals

below the age of 70 years. To identify CHDMs with a

VAF R 0.002 in a cohort of more than 2,000 population

control subjects between 20 and 69 years of age, we use sin-

gle-molecule molecular inversion probes (smMIPs).23–26 As

a novel and highly flexible method for targeted enrich-

ment of genomic regions of interest, we have made use

of smMIPs to screen our cohort for somatic mutations in

40 established loci for CHDMs.

Furthermore, and unexpectedly, reference population

databases for genetic variation have been found to contain

pathogenic variants established to cause developmental

disorders when present in the germline. A possible expla-

nation for this surprising observation is that these muta-

tions represent somatic mutations with elevated VAFs in

blood due to their role as CHDMs.27 However, the extent

of the genetic overlap between somatic mutations in

clonal hematopoiesis and germline mutations in develop-

mental disorders remains unclear. Therefore, we screened

our cohort for somatic mutations in an additional set of

64 loci in which recurrent germline de novo mutations

have been found to cause severe developmental disorders.

Several of these loci have been previously implicated in

paternal age effect disorders28 with the causative muta-

tions shown to cause clonal expansion in spermatogonial

stem cells.29–32 We here aim to determine whether these

loci may represent novel sites for CHDMs.

Material and Methods

Samples

This study was performed using data and biomaterial from the Nij-

megen Biomedical Study (NBS). The NBS is a population-based

study of 9,350 individuals, based on an age- and sex-stratified

random sample from the register of the municipality of Nijmegen,

a city in the eastern part of the Netherlands. Extensive question-

naire data on health and lifestyle were collected. Blood samples

were collected in EDTA tubes and DNA was extracted by salt pre-

cipitation method.33 For this study, we obtained DNA samples

and information on age and sex for 2,014 NBS participants via

the Radboud Biobank.33 Approximately 400 samples equally

distributed between men and women were obtained for each age

group (400 for age group 20–29, 405 for age group 30–39, 404

for age group 40–49, 403 for age group 50–59, and 402 for age

group 60–69 years of age; see Table S1). This study was approved

by the Committee on Research involving Human Subjects (Com-

missie Mensgebonden Onderzoek) of the Radboudumc (CMO

approval: 2015-2228) and informed consent was obtained from

all participants. Due to restrictions in the research permit obtained

to carry out this study, requiring preservation of anonymity

within our cohort, only information concerning the sex and age

of the individual at themoment when the blood sample was taken

could be accessed. The quality of purified DNAwas tested and each

sample was normalized to 25 ng/mL by optical density measure-

ment (Dropsense, Trinean).

Targeted Loci to Screen for Mutations

We performed a literature review to identify mutations observed

recurrently in age-related clonal hematopoiesis. By combining

the results from several published studies,2–5 we collected 1,158

coding substitutions in 513 amino acid residues which were

ranked by total number of substitutions identified per residue.

We selected 35 loci with the largest number of coding mutations

observed in clonal hematopoiesis, which corresponds to a total

of 599 SNVs in 87 residues. Furthermore, five loci in which

CHDMs have been previously identified and in which overlapping

germline or postzygotic de novo mutations are known to cause

developmental disorders were included.34–37 In addition, we

selected seven loci with nine residues in which substitutions are

known to be causative for paternal age effect disorders and to

lead to spermatogonial stem cell expansion.28 Finally, we included

57 additional loci in which recurrent identical de novo mutations

have been found in developmental disorders.38–40 These loci are

therefore candidates either for elevated mutation rates at that

genomic site or for mutations leading to expansion of sper-

matogonial stem cells. This analysis resulted in 104 loci in total

(Table S2).

smMIP Design

To screen for mutations in these 104 loci, MIPGEN software41 was

used to design probes covering the regions of interest, followed by

manual curation and selection. The smMIPs were 80 nucleotide-

long DNA molecules consisting of an extension and ligation arm

with a combined length of 40 nucleotides, separated by a linker

sequence of 30 nucleotides (see Figure S1 for more details). All

smMIPs contained a unique molecule identifier (UMI) or molecu-

lar tag consisting of 2 3 5 random nucleotides to identify each in-

dividual captured DNA molecule. These smMIPs were designed to

target regions of 54 nucleotides. At least one smMIP on each of the

sense and the antisense DNA strands were designed per locus.

Probes targeting genomic regions containing a SNP with a popula-

tion frequency above 1% were designed to have complementary

arms targeting both alleles. In total, 231 smMIPs were designed

to capture the 104 regions of interest. The smMIP oligonucleotides
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were produced by Integrated DNA Technologies (IDT) at 25 nmol

scale and normalized to a concentration of 100 mM.

smMIPs Assay Setup

ThesmMIPsassaywassetupwithminormodifications topreviously

published protocols.23,42 In brief, individual smMIPs were pooled

equimolarly and phosphorylated using T4 polynucleotide kinase

and 103 T4 DNA ligase buffer supplemented with 10 mM ATP

(New England Biolabs). The smMIP capture was performed on

8 mL of input DNA (200 ng) supplied with 17 mL of capturemix con-

taining 0.28 mL of a phosphorylated smMIP pool dilution at

3.12 nM, resulting in a ratio of 8,000 smMIP molecules per DNA

molecule. The capture reaction was incubated for 18–22 hr at

60�C, after which themixwas cooled and treatedwith exonuclease.

Each exo-treated sample was split in two technical replicates of

10 mL, which were then amplified and barcoded separately by

PCR. The PCR products were run on gel, pooled, purified using

AMPureXP Beads (Agencourt), and run on a Tapestation (Agilent)

to verify the integrity of the sequencing library. Sequencing was

performed on an Illumina NextSeq500 platform with 2 3 79-bp

paired-end reads (i.e., each DNA insert being sequenced in both di-

rections). Apilot smMIPexperimentwasperformedoncontrolDNA

for the optimization of the smMIP library. The performance of each

individual probe was evaluated by examining the sequencing

coverage per probe, in order to identify under-performing and

over-performing smMIPs. After excluding smMIPs with off-target

capture, a new and rebalanced smMIP pool was prepared adjusting

the volumes for each probe. The new pool was phosphorylated

and an experiment was run on control DNA samples to verify pool

rebalancing. The library was subsequently prepared and sequenced

as described previously using blood DNA samples from the cohort.

After sequencing, 18 smMIPswere shown tohave anoverallmedian

coverage<203 andwereexcluded fromfurther analysis. Sevensam-

ples for which both replicates had an average sequencing coverage

below 1003 were excluded due to poor quality or quantity of the

input DNA. For additional information on sequencing coverage

per smMIP and per age group, refer to Table S3.

Analysis

FASTQ files were obtained from the bcl files and demultiplexed us-

ing the sample barcode. Sequenced reads were mapped with BWA

MEM, using a modified version of an in-house bioinformatics pipe-

line which allows trimming of theMIP extension and ligation arms

(MIPVAR). To analyze unique DNA molecules, we detected and

removed PCR duplicates of individual captured molecules per sam-

ple and per smMIP by identifying reads with the same UMI. From

the regions selected for screening, 88 out of 104 loci had one or

two mutated residues. For these loci, we analyzed the genomic re-

gioncorresponding to themutated residue(s)56basepairs. Regions

with more than two mutated residues (13 out of 104 loci) were

analyzed so thatwewould examine the entire region encompassing

allmutated residues within the locus56 bp. For TP53, we analyzed

theentire regioncapturedby the smMIPs (3outof104 loci). Fora list

of all 2,364 positions analyzed, refer to Table S4. Pileupswere gener-

ated for all samples for these positions using SAMtools with the

following filter settings: sequence qualityR25 and amapping qual-

ityR15.5Thecoverage, eachnucleotidechange, and thepresenceof

insertionsanddeletionswere counted at eachposition for each sam-

ple replicate.Within each sample replicate, positions with a unique

molecule sequencing coverage below 2003 were excluded. The

sequencing error was calculated for each position and nucleotide

change (A, C, G, T, insertion, and deletion) based on all samples

from the cohort. Additionally, the run-specific sequencing error

for each position and nucleotide change was determined using

only samples within the same sequencing run. Subsequently, we

used a Poisson distribution to calculate a p value reflecting the prob-

ability toobtainanumberequalorhigher to theobservednumberof

mutation reads per position for all sample replicates based on the

sequencing error. This calculation was performed in parallel using

each determined sequencing error in two independent analyses.

For each sample,weextracted thepvalues for allnucleotide changes

for all positions from only one of the replicates and performed Ben-

jamini-Hochbergmultiple test correction on these values. All nucle-

otide changeswith an adjusted p value<0.05 andwithR2 reads for

SNVs andR5 reads for indels were included as ‘‘statistically signifi-

cant nucleotide changes.’’ We then extracted from the second sam-

ple replicate the p values obtained for the statistically significant

nucleotide changes in the first replicate and performed Benjamini-

Hochberg multiple test correction. We used the same filtering

criteria and obtained a list of potential mutations. Finally, the list

of potential mutations obtained with the overall and the run-

specific sequencing error were overlapped.We included onlymuta-

tions inwhichboth replicates haveR2 reads for SNVs andR5 reads

for indels, representing a statistically significantly higher number of

mutations counts than expected based both on the overall and the

run-specific sequencingerror. Forpositionswithinamutationalhot-

spot in which more than five substitutions were identified (such as

JAK2 p.Val617Phe and all DNMT3A hotspots), a separate analysis

examining only nucleotide changes at those hotspots was per-

formed. To exclude germline events, somatic mutations were

defined as mutations with a VAF% 0.35 and an allele frequency <

0.001 in ExAC.

Validation of DNMT3A p.Arg882Cys Mutations with

Restriction Digestion

Recurrentmutations inDNMT3A leading toDNMT3Ap.Arg882Cys

and p.Arg882His were found to eliminate a recognition site for the

restriction enzymeTauI.43 Substitutions in this residuewere identi-

fied in 13 samples at different variant allele frequencies. These

mutations were validated by PCR amplification (forward primer

50-GAACTAAGCAGGCGTCAGAGGA-30, reverse primer 50-AAAAA

GGGAAGGGGGAGGAAGG-30) of a region of 577 bp surrounding

the regionof interest inDNMT3A, followedby restrictiondigestion.

Amplicons of the wild-type sequence are digested by TauI in two

fragments of 369 and 208 bp, while amplicons of either mutant

allele fail to be recognized by the enzyme and remain undigested.

Size analysis of the digested products was performed on a

TapeStation. A subset of the digested products was selected for

subsequent sequencing on an Ion Torrent platform.

Results

Sensitive and Specific Detection of Somatic Mutations in

Blood by smMIPs

We sequenced 104 loci in 2,007 blood samples of popula-

tion controls between 20 and 69 years of age with amedian

unique coverage of 845-fold per sample (see Figures S1 and

S2). The median unique coverage corresponds to the num-

ber of unique DNA molecules sequenced per sample and

per position after removal of PCR duplicates. Using an

approach based on modeling sequencing error rates per
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targeted position, we identified 224 somatic SNVs and in-

dels, of which 223 localize to the coding regions screened,

with VAFs ranging between 0.0008 and 0.35 (average

0.015, median 0.0061). The median unique coverage of

these mutation loci was 41033.

To validate the specificity of our method, we used restric-

tion digestion to analyze five somatic mutations localizing

to a hotspot of DNMT3A, in which mutations disrupt a re-

striction digestion site for TauI (see Figures 1A and 1B). For

all five samples, a band of undigested DNAwas observed at

577 bp proportional in size to themutation VAF per sample

(Figures 1C and 1D).We selected one sample and one inde-

pendent control for sequencing after restriction digestion

and identified an enrichment for reads corresponding

to the DNMT3A mutation compared to the wild-type

allele for the sample in which a mutation was detected

(Figure 1E). These findings support that mutations identi-

fied with VAFs as low as 0.002 represent true mutations

in the original DNA sample rather than false positives.

Somatic Mutations in Known Clonal Hematopoiesis

Driver Genes in Blood of Population Controls

In total, 216 somatic mutations were identified in coding

regions of known clonal hematopoiesis driver genes in

Figure 1. Validation of Mutations by Re-
striction Digestion and Re-sequencing
(A) Mutations identified in DNMT3A
Arg882 selected for additional validation
by non-sequencing-based method.
(B) Scheme showing recognition site
for restriction digestion enzyme TauI
in the genomic sequence corresponding
to DNMT3A Arg882. Mutations chr2:
25457242C>T and chr2:25457243G>A
(hg19) leading to p.Arg882His and
p.Arg882Cys, respectively, are marked
below with red arrows.
(C) Size analysis of restriction digestion
of DNMT3A PCR products. Lanes 1 to 5
represent samples with mutations with
different VAFs. C1 is a control with false
positive signal for a G>A mutation at
chr2:25457243, as determined statisti-
cally. C2 is a control with no DNMT3A
mutation.
(D) Gel trace of size analysis of digestion,
with sample 4 on the left and C2 on the
right. The peak corresponding to the full-
size product is marked with a red triangle
for both samples. Note that C2 present a
small peak at 577 bp, corresponding to un-
digested PCR products due to digestion
enzyme saturation.
(E) Sequencing results of digested PCR
product for sample 5. We obtain a higher
ratio of mutation to wild-type reads than
in the original sample due to digestion of
the wild-type product.

our cohort (see Figure 2A). Among

these, 170 were mutations previously

identified in clonal hematopoiesis.2–5

For instance, several known clonal hematopoiesis driver

missense substitutions in genes such as DNMT3A, JAK2,

GNAS (MIM: 139320), NRAS (MIM: 164790), SRSF2, and

SF3B1 were detected in our cohort (see Table 1). Addition-

ally, nonsense substitutions were identified in genes previ-

ously identified to harbor truncating mutations in clonal

hematopoiesis such as ASXL1, DNMT3A, TET2, and TP53

(MIM: 191170) and a total of 20 indels involvingDNMT3A

and TET2 were detected (see Table 2). The most frequently

mutated gene in our cohort is DNMT3A, for which a

wide variety of mutations were observed including hotspot

and non-hotspot missense substitutions, loss-of-function

point mutations, and indels (see Tables 1, 2, and S5;

Figure 2B). Hotspots in DNMT3A are here defined as resi-

dues in which five or more missense substitutions were de-

tected in our cohort, including DNMT3A Arg326, Arg729,

Tyr735, Arg736, Trp860, and Arg882.

Furthermore, somatic mutations were identified in

known clonal hematopoiesis driver genes which had not

been previously reported as CHDMs (see Table 3). These

consist of 46 SNVs in coding regions of BRAF (MIM:

164757), BRCC3 (MIM: 300617), CBL (MIM: 165360),

DNMT3A, GNAS, KRAS (MIM: 190070), NRAS, PIK3CA

(MIM: 171834), PTPN11 (MIM: 176876), TET2, and
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TP53. Several of these novel mutations were found adja-

cent to residues previously identified to harbor CHDMs.

For instance, three individuals in our cohort were found

to have KRAS p.Gly13Asp substitutions. These missense

substitutions occur contiguous to Gly12, a recurrently

mutated residue in which p.Gly12Cys, p.Gly12Arg, and

p.Gly12Ser substitutions have been identified in clonal

hematopoiesis.3,5 Additionally, we detected mutations

within specific genes with a different mechanism than

those usually observed to drive clonal hematopoiesis. For

instance, while loss-of-function somatic TET2 mutations

are frequent in clonal hematopoiesis and leukemia, we de-

tected one missense TET2 substitution in a 20-year-old.

Comparing the VAF of the 170 known and the 46 novel

mutations we identified in genes involved in clonal hema-

topoiesis reveals a statistically significant difference in the

VAF of both groups of mutations (0.0069 versus 0.0038 for

known versus novel, p ¼ 0.0003, Wilcoxon rank sum test).

This difference between both groups suggests that known

mutations identified have a stronger clonal advantage

than the novel mutations identified in our cohort, which

may explain why they had not been detected previously.

Clonal Hematopoiesis Can Arise throughout Adult Life

The abovementioned 216 somatic mutations in clonal he-

matopoiesis-driver genes were identified in 192 individuals

between 20 and 69 years of age, representing an overall

prevalence of 9.56% for CHDMs throughout our cohort.

Individuals in our cohort with clonal hematopoiesis were

significantly older than those without (median 57 versus

43 years of age, p < 2.2 3 10�16, Wilcoxon rank sum

test). The prevalence of CHDMs increased in an exponen-

tial manner with age and at least one CHDM was observed

in 2.5% of the 20- to 29-year-old group, in 3.2% of the 30-

to 39-year-old group, in 8.2% of the 40- to 49-year-old

group, in 13.2% of the 50- to 59-year-old group, and in

20.6% of the 60- to 69-year-old group (see Figure 3A).

Two or more CHDMs were identified in 22 individuals

in our cohort, who were significantly older than those

in whom only one CHDM was identified (median of 65

versus 56 years of age, p < 0.01, Wilcoxon rank sum

test). Sixteen of these individuals with more than one

CHDM were 60 or older, representing close to 4% of the

group of individuals between 60 and 69 years of age (see

Figure 3B). No difference in the mutational status or num-

ber of mutations was observed between sexes.

Remarkably, while the prevalence and number of

CHDMs in the population increased with age, we did

not detect a correlation between the VAF of CHDMs and

the age of the individual in which they were identified

(R2
¼ �0.03, Pearson’s correlation; see Figure 3C). We

examined a set of previously published CHDMs5 in which

we also observed a lack of correlation between the VAF

of mutations identified in individuals below the age of

70 and the age of the individual in which they were de-

tected (R2
¼ 0.06, Pearson’s correlation). However, when

analyzing the VAF of mutations in individuals 70 years of

age or older, we observed a moderate correlation between

these two parameters (R2
¼ 0.3, Pearson’s correlation).

No statistically significant difference between the VAF of

mutations identified in the abovementioned study in indi-

viduals below and above the age of 70 was observed (0.025

versus 0.027, p ¼ 0.87, Wilcoxon rank sum test).

Age-Specific Patterns of Mutation in Clonal

Hematopoiesis Driver Genes

More than 85% of all somatic SNVs in clonal hematopoie-

sis driver genes correspond to A>G/T>C, C>A/G>T,

or C>T/G>A mutations (170 out of 196 mutations). The

Figure 2. Prevalence of Clonal Hematopoiesis-Driver Mutations
(A) Prevalence and distribution of clonal hematopoiesis-driver
mutations identified in healthy individuals aged between 20 and
69 years of age.
(B) Prevalence of mutations in DNMT3A per age group. Hotspot in
DNTM3A are defined as residues in which five or more mutations
were identified in our cohort and include Arg326, Arg729, Tyr735,
Arg736, Trp860, and Arg882. All other missense, loss-of-function,
and indels are included in the non-hotspot mutations.
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distribution of these types of mutations differs between the

individuals below the age of 45 and those 45 or older in our

cohort (p < 0.05, Pearson’s chi-square test, df ¼ 2). While

the most frequent CHMDs are C>T/G>A transitions, their

frequency does not change with age, as they represent 51%

and 52% of all SNVs in the younger and older age group.

On the other hand, A>G/T>C mutations increase with

age, corresponding to 20% of all SNVs in individuals 45

years or older in contrast with only 8% in individuals

below this age (see Figure 4). This increase in frequency oc-

curs at the expense of C>A/G>T mutations, which repre-

sent close to 30% of all SNVs in young individuals, as

opposed to approximately 14% in individuals above the

age of 45. This difference in patterns of mutations could

not be attributed to mutations in any single gene.

Aging is associated with different patterns of clonal he-

matopoiesis and it has been proposed that DNMT3A and

JAK2 mutations appear throughout life, while mutations

in SRSF2 and SF3B1 arise only in individuals over the age

of 70.5 Indeed, mutations in DNMT3A and JAK2 were

observed throughout all age groups; the youngest individ-

ual in which an established CHDM was identified in our

cohort was a 22-year-old woman with a JAK2 p.Val617Phe

substitution at a VAF of 0.003. As with CHDMs in general,

the frequency of DNMT3A mutations increased with age,

reaching a prevalence of 13.7% in population controls be-

tween 60 and 69 years of age. The comparison of DNMT3A

hotspot versus non-hotspot mutations reveals that the VAF

of clones carrying DNMT3A hotspot mutations is signifi-

cantly larger than that of clones with non-hotspot muta-

tions (median 0.025 versus 0.009, Wilcoxon test, p <

0.01). For most genes in which five or more CHDMs were

identified in our cohort, including CBL, DNMT3A, GNAS,

JAK2, and TET2, no statistically significant difference was

detected between the age of the carriers of mutations in

any of these genes and individuals with one or more

CHDMs in other genes. Although individuals with CHDMs

in TP53 were older than carriers of CHDMs in other genes

(63.2 versus 53.9 years of age, Wilcoxon test, p < 0.05),

once we corrected for multiple testing, this observation

lost statistical significance at p < 0.05. Some genes

included in our screen were found to be mutated only in

individuals over the age of 60, such as GNB1 (MIM:

139380), IDH2 (MIM: 147650), SF3B1, and U2AF1 (MIM:

191317). Although mutations in components of the

spliceosome have been proposed to drive clonal hemato-

poiesis only in older individuals, SRSF2 mutations were

identified in two individuals of 49 and 66 years of age.

Remarkably, the mutation observed in the 49-year-old

man was a p.Pro95Leu missense substitution in SRSF2

with a relatively high VAF of 0.09.

Somatic Mutations in Candidate Loci for Clonal

Hematopoiesis Driver Mutations

Unexpectedly, mutations known to cause developmental

disorders when arising in the germline can be found at

low frequencies in population databases of genetic varia-

tion such as ExAC.27 It has been suggested that some of

these findings may be explained by mutations which, in

addition to causing developmental disorders when present

Table 1. Summary of Known Clonal Hematopoiesis Driver SNVs Identified

Gene Name
Number of Individuals
with Known SNVs Age Range Average Age

Number of Known
SNVs Identified Type of SNVs Identified

ASXL1 4 42–66 55.8 4 stop

CBL 5 24–63 47.4 5 missense

DNMT3A 93a 25–69 54.9 97 missense, stop, splice site

GNAS 8 45–63 55.9 8 missense

GNB1 4 60–69 64.3 4 missense

IDH2 2 62 62 2 missense

JAK2 7 22–65 45.1 7 missense

MYD88 2 45–68 56.5 2 missense

NRAS 2 47–56 51.5 2 missense

PTPN11 1 39 39 1 missense

SF3B1 2 60–68 64 2 missense

SRSF2 2 49–65 57 2 missense

TET2 9 38–67 57.7 9 stop

TP53 4 53–67 61.3 4 missense, stop

U2AF1 1 60 60 1 missense

For a complete table containing mutations at genomic and cDNA level, GenBank accession numbers, and VAFs, please refer to Table S5.
a93 individuals were found to carry 97 SNVs in DNMT3A, including 90 individuals with one SNV, two individuals with two SNVs, and one individual with three
SNVs in DNMT3A.
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in the germline, would also be involved in clonal hemato-

poiesis when arising in HSCs.27 A revision of published

literature led to the identification of 1,158 somatic muta-

tions in 90 genes involved in clonal hematopoiesis.2–5

We compared this list of 90 genes with a subset of 464

genes involved in dominant and de novo developmental

disorders from DDG2P44 to determine whether there

was significant overlap between genes involved in clonal

hematopoiesis when mutated somatically and genes

involved in developmental disorders. In this way, we iden-

tified 29 genes in which germline mutations cause devel-

opmental disorders while somatic mutations are involved

in clonal hematopoiesis. This represents a significant

enrichment compared to the expectation (hypergeometric

distribution with a universe of 22,285 protein-coding

genes, p ¼ 9.2 3 10�28).

In addition to the 40 known loci for CHDMs in our assay,

we screened for somatic mutations in blood in 64 novel

candidate loci for CHDMs. These included seven loci

with nine residues in which recurrent missense substitu-

tions are known to be causative for paternal age effect

disorders, such as achondroplasia, when present in the

germline.29–31,45,46 These mutations cause clonal expan-

sion in spermatogonial stem cells when arising during

spermatogenesis28 and we hypothesized that some may

also undergo clonal expansion in other tissues. Therefore,

we considered mutations in these loci as candidates for

clonal expansion in HSCs during hematopoiesis. Further-

more, we selected 57 additional loci in which recurrent

identical de novo mutations have been found in develop-

mental disorders (see Table S2 for all candidate loci

screened).38–40 Screening of these 64 candidate loci for

CHDMs led to the identification of 7 somatic mutations,

including 1 nonsense, 3 missense, and 3 synonymous sub-

stitutions with VAFs ranging from 0.0012 to 0.024 (average

0.0074, median 0.0025). Genes in which mutations

were detected include ADNP (MIM: 611386), COL4A3BP

(MIM: 604677), CUX2 (MIM: 610648), HECTD1, KCNQ3

(MIM: 602232), RHEB (MIM: 601293), and SMAD4 (MIM:

600993) (see Table 4). No mutations were identified that

were identical to mutations involved in spermatogonial

stem cell selection or found to be recurrently mutated in

developmental disorders.

Discussion

Recurrent somatic mutations have been recently identified

in blood-derived DNA of population controls.2–4 In this

study, we established a smMIPs assay targeting 104 known

Table 2. Indels Identified in Known Clonal Hematopoiesis Driver Genes

Age Gene VAF Mutation (hg19 gDNA) mRNA Changes Protein Change

33 DNMT3A 0.0167 chr2:25458597del c.2576del p.Leu859Yfs

42 DNMT3A 0.0405 chr2:25463300dup c.2193dup p.Phe732fs

48 DNMT3A 0.0476 chr2:25458620_25458627dup c.2546_2553dup p.Met852fs

49 DNMT3A 0.0256 chr2:25463297dup c.2196dup p.Glu733*

49 DNMT3A 0.0032 chr2:25463196_25463197del c.2297_2296del p.Lys766fs

57 DNMT3A 0.0045 chr2:25458596dup c.2577dup p.Trp860fs

57 DNMT3A 0.0070 chr2:25458591delinsTT c.2582delinsAA p.Cys861*

58 DNMT3A 0.1360 chr2:25463196_25463197del c.2297_2296del p.Lys766fs

60 DNMT3A 0.0586 chr2:25463308del c.2185del p.Arg729fs

61 DNMT3A 0.0717 chr2:25463196_25463197del c.2297_2296del p.Lys766fs

63 DNMT3A 0.0205 chr2:25463312del c.2181del p.Gly728fs

64 DNMT3A 0.0033 chr2:25463196_25463197del c.2297_2296del p.Lys766fs

65m DNMT3A 0.0063 chr2:25463297dup c.2196dup p.Glu733*

66q DNMT3A 0.0030 chr2:25458605_25458606del c.2568_2567del p.Glu856fs

66q DNMT3A 0.0090 chr2:25463291del c.2202del p.Tyr735fs

67 DNMT3A 0.0091 chr2:25458608del c.2565del p.Glu856fs

68r DNMT3A 0.0016 chr2:25463190del c.2303del p.Asp768fs

68 DNMT3A 0.0076 chr2:25463196_25463197del c.2297_2296del p.Lys766fs

68 DNMT3A 0.0012 chr2:25458595del c.2578del p.Trp860fs

64 TET2 0.0044 chr4:106157389dup c.2290dup p.Gln764fs

Samples with more than one mutation are marked with a superscript letter for identification. For a complete table containing GenBank accession numbers, please
refer to Table S5.
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Table 3. Novel Somatic Mutations Identified in Coding Regions of Clonal Hematopoiesis Driver Genes

Age Gene Name VAF Predicted Protein Substitution Mutation Type PhyloP CADD PHRED Grantham Score

67 BRAF 0.0009 p.Phe595Leu missense 2.26 24.7 22

67 BRAF 0.0098 p.Lys601Asn missense 1.12 21.3 94

54 BRCC3 0.0294 p.Asp88Gly missense 8.54 17.8 94

35 CBL 0.0017 p.Pro395His missense 7.45 19.7 77

41 CBL 0.0158 p.Cys384Tyr missense 9.42 18.4 194

52 CBL 0.0081 p.His398Gln missense 0.95 14.8 24

58 CBL 0.0032 p.Cys419Ser missense 9.48 21.4 112

65m CBL 0.0027 p.His398Gln missense 0.95 14.8 24

65m CBL 0.0175 p.Thr377Ile missense 7.45 18.1 89

68r CBL 0.0015 p.Cys396Tyr missense 9.42 18.9 194

69 CBL 0.0097 p.Ser376Pro missense 7.66 18.2 74

41b DNMT3A 0.0053 p.Val328Phe missense 7.57 27.8 50

48 DNMT3A 0.0033 p.Asp768Glu missense 5.68 24.7 45

49 DNMT3A 0.0021 p.Met864Arg missense 9.23 24.9 91

49 DNMT3A 0.0036 p.Thr862Ile missense 9.75 32 89

49 DNMT3A 0.0043 p.Leu888Pro missense 9.34 18.7 98

51 DNMT3A 0.0011 p.Val763Gly missense 7.33 25.5 109

51 DNMT3A 0.0090 p.Asp765Gly missense 8.04 24.9 94

52 DNMT3A 0.0028 p.Ala884Thr missense 6.09 28.7 58

54 DNMT3A 0.0028 p.Arg885Ser missense 1.59 18.1 110

54 DNMT3A 0.0042 p.Glu774Glu synonymous 7.78 15.6 NA

55 DNMT3A 0.0110 p.Lys766Asn missense 2.56 19.6 94

57 DNMT3A 0.0127 p.Ala884Val missense 9.86 28 64

59 DNMT3A 0.0016 p.Arg866Met missense 7.73 35 91

61 DNMT3A 0.0052 p.Thr862Ile missense 9.75 32 89

64 DNMT3A 0.0132 p.Asp857Ala missense 7.95 28.4 126

64k DNMT3A 0.0026 p.Glu863Gly missense 7.95 32 98

68v DNMT3A 0.0080 p.Thr862Ile missense 9.75 32 89

68 DNMT3A 0.0035 p.Leu889Val missense 7.99 19.8 32

68 DNMT3A 0.0038 p.Asp768Glu missense 5.68 24.7 45

46 GNAS 0.0046 p.Cys843Arg missense 7.55 21.2 180

62 GNAS 0.0042 p.Leu846Pro missense 7.55 21.2 98

22 KRAS 0.0107 p.Gly13Asp missense 7.74 27.8 94

25 KRAS 0.0037 p.Gly13Asp missense 7.74 27.8 94

28 KRAS 0.0039 p.Gly13Asp missense 7.74 27.8 94

35 NRAS 0.0008 p.Glu62* nonsense 7.55 38 NA

37a NRAS 0.0012 p.Glu62* nonsense 7.55 38 NA

23 PIK3CA 0.0008 p.Glu39* nonsense 9.41 29 NA

37a PTPN11 0.0016 p.Leu65Leu synonymous 0.62 9.4 NA

56 PTPN11 0.0011 p.Thr73Ala missense 9.33 19.5 58

20 TET2 0.0168 p.Gln548Lys missense 0.57 4.4 53

(Continued on next page)
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or candidate loci for CHDMs and sequenced blood-derived

DNA of 2,007 population controls between the ages of 20

and 69. With a median unique sequencing coverage of

845-fold, corresponding to the number of unique DNA

molecules captured per position per sample, we identified

223 somatic SNVs and indels in the coding regions

screened of which 216 affected known CH-driver genes.

A high ratio for non-synonymous to synonymous somatic

mutations was observed for loci screened within genes

known to drive clonal hematopoiesis (214 non-synony-

mous versus 2 synonymous point substitutions). This

observation suggests overall positive selection among

a large proportion of the mutations identified in the

screened loci.47

Both the prevalence of CH as well as the number of mu-

tations increased with age, reaching a frequency over 20%

for CHDMs in individuals between 60 and 69 years of age.

This number is close to double that of previous reports

mentioning a prevalence for CHDMs in 5% to 10% in

healthy individuals older than 60.2–4 It is likely that the

higher prevalence of CH detected in our study results

from the increased sensitivity of smMIPs, compared to

other sequencing methods used in previous studies.22

The use of a deep coverage smMIP approach has the advan-

tage of allowing a large number of loci to be screened for

mutations with high sensitivity for the identification of

mutations with low VAFs. In contrast, exome sequencing

has the advantage of allowing the identification of muta-

tions throughout the coding region, but it may miss muta-

tions present at low allelic frequencies when performed

at current day standard coverage. Indeed, an average

sequence of 84 reads sets the lower limit for detection

of somatic mutations at an allele fraction of approx-

imately 0.035.3 More than 90% of the CHDMs detected

in our study (198 out of 216) are below this VAF and

would most likely have been missed by average coverage

exome sequencing. On the other hand, amplicon-based

sequencing limits the detection of mutations to the tar-

geted regions but provides deep coverage, which enables

the identification of mutations with low VAF. For instance,

one study detectedmutations in 15 loci using a sequencing

coverage above 1,000-fold, which lowered the limit for

mutation detection to an allele fraction of 0.008.5 Due to

the limitation in the number of regions that could be

targeted by our assay while providing deep coverage, we

screened only for mutations the genomic loci reported to

be most frequently mutated in clonal hematopoiesis.

This resulted in the exclusion of genes in which mutations

have been identified throughout the sequence of the gene,

such as loss-of-function mutations in PPM1D.2,4 One of

the main limitations for the detection of somatic muta-

tions is the sequencing error rate of NGS platforms,

ranging around 0.1%–1% for sequencing by synthesis ap-

proaches.48 Mutations introduced during the preparation

of the sequencing library further limit the ability to distin-

guish true CHDMs present in blood from false positive

signal.49 Some of these limitations have been bypassed in

previous studies by using technologies based on the incor-

poration of random tags in an amplicon-based sequencing

library.50,51 Similarly, smMIPs include a random tag in

each probe assigning a UMI to each individual DNA mole-

cule captured,23 which allows multiple sequencing reads

descending from the same DNA molecule to be traced

in order to generate a true molecular count without PCR

duplicates. Additionally, molecular tags can be used to

create a consensus sequence of this DNA fragment, thus

increasing the specificity for the detection of true somatic

events.50,51 To ensure specificity in our detection of

CHDMs, we modeled the sequencing error to identify sta-

tistically significant mutation counts in two replicates

from the same sample. Furthermore, at least two indepen-

dent smMIPs were used to target each DNA strand within

the screened loci. The mutations identified in our assay

had a median VAF of 0.0061, ranging from 0.0008 to

0.35, and a subset of mutations were validated using re-

striction digestion, confirming that the deviations in

number of mutation reads at specific positions detected

through sequencing data reflected a true mutation present

in the sample DNA.

Although the prevalence of CH increased with age,

CHDMs were observed throughout all ages in our cohort.

The youngest individual in which an established CHDM

was identified in our cohort was a 22-year-old woman in

whom we detected a JAK2 p.Val617Phe substitution with

a VAF of 0.003. CHDMs were detected in 2.3% of popula-

tion controls between 20 and 29 years of age, suggesting

that CH is not a rare finding in early adult life. While age

was a poor predictor for the presence and number of

CHDMs at the individual level, when analyzing our find-

ings by 10-year age groups, we observed that age explained

Table 3. Continued

Age Gene Name VAF Predicted Protein Substitution Mutation Type PhyloP CADD PHRED Grantham Score

60h TP53 0.0008 p.Phe113Val missense 7.39 24.6 50

63 TP53 0.0052 p.Met237Ile missense 7.56 22.8 10

69 TP53 0.0039 p.Val216Met missense 7.78 28.9 21

68s TP53 0.0031 p.Met237Lys missense 9.02 24 95

68t TP53 0.0090 p.Val216Met missense 7.78 28.9 21

Samples with more than one mutation are marked with a superscript letter for identification. For a complete table containing mutations at genomic and cDNA
level and GenBank accession numbers, please refer to Table S5.
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96% of the variation in the presence and number of

CHDMs in the population. This suggests that while age is

a major factor in the occurrence of CHDMs at the popula-

tion level, stochasticity and inter-individual differences,

such as genetic variation or environmental factors, may

play a prominent role in the occurrence of CHDMs at the

individual level. Notably, we observe that the increase in

prevalence and number of CHDMs at the population level

is not linear. This supports that factors associated with ag-

ing may accelerate the occurrence of CHDMs over time,

due to either increased DNA damage or decreased DNA

repair. An increase with age was observed in the proportion

of A>G:T>C mutations detected in our cohort. This type

of mutation has been linked to deamination of adenine

and has been shown to be associated with transcription-

coupled repair.52 The prevalence of CHDMs in population

controls contrasts with the incidence of leukemia in the

general population. Given this discrepancy, it is unclear

whether all individuals with CHDMs have an increased

risk for developing leukemia. The presence of CHDMs

may place individuals at increased risk for development

of hematologic malignancies but does not seem sufficient

in itself to develop leukemia. It is therefore likely that

the evolution from clonal hematopoiesis to leukemia is

the result of many cycles of selection of mutant HSCs

in which the cellular, tissue, and organism environment

plays a role.

Figure 3. Clonal Hematopoiesis-Driver
Mutations per Age Group
(A) Prevalence of clonal hematopoiesis per
age group, defined as the frequency of
individuals with one or more CHDMs per
decade of age.
(B) Proportion of the population per age
group with CHDMs.
(C) Mutation variant allele fraction per
age of the individual in which the muta-
tion was identified. The y axis is in loga-
rithmic scale. No significant correlation is
observed between the age of the individual
and the VAF of the mutation identified.

While some CHDMs, such as those

in DNMT3A and JAK2, were found in

individuals of all ages, some CHDMs

were exclusively detected in individ-

uals over the age of 60, including

mutations in GNB1, IDH2, SF3B1,

and U2AF1. Additionally, individuals

with CHDMs in TP53 were older

than those with CHDMs in other

genes, although this result did not

reach statistical significance. It has

been suggested that some mutations

may arise in HSCs in young individ-

uals but can expand clonally only

in the context of the aging bone

marrow.5,13,20 Mutations in compo-

nents of the spliceosome, such as SRSF2 and SF3B1, have

been proposed to fall under this category.5 Interestingly,

we identified a SRSF2 mutation with a VAF of 0.09 in a

49-year-old individual, suggesting that although rare,

clonal expansion of spliceosome mutations can occur in

younger individuals. Compared to HSCs in young individ-

uals, aging HSCs show decline in replication capacity17,22

and a bias towardmyeloid differentiation.18 These changes

may be specific to the aging cells or could result from

alterations in the bone marrow niche.17,19,53 Cell-intrinsic

alterations arising in aging HSCs include epigenetic alter-

ations and upregulation of genes involved in myeloid dif-

ferentiation, DNA repair, cell death, and genes linked to

leukemia.14,17,53 However, computational modeling and

studies in mouse models support that the agingmicroenvi-

ronment exerts strong selective pressure on HSCs.11,22

Therefore, certain mutations involved in clonal hemato-

poiesis may confer aging HSCs a growth advantage over

wild-type aging HSCs in which function is generally

declining. In contrast, the same mutations in young

HSCs may not result in increased cellular fitness compared

to wild-type young HSCs and thus hamper expansion.54

Mutations in the genomic regions screened in our study

have been implicated in various hematologic malignancies

affecting different age groups, such as myelodysplasia,

acute and chronicmyeloid leukemia, and lymphocytic leu-

kemia. The age of onset of these disorders may reflect the
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age-specific biological conditions which allow the clonal

expansion of HSCs carrying mutations in certain genes

implicated in these malignancies. As our cohort consists

of population controls, we cannot exclude the possibility

that some of the somatic mutations detectedmay originate

from true hematologic malignancies developing in indi-

viduals in our cohort. For instance, this may be the case

for some somatic mutations identified in genes such as

CBL and JAK2 in relatively young individuals.55

The gene harboring most CHDMs in our study was

DNMT3A, where we identified hotspot and non-hotspot

missense substitutions, as well as truncating mutations

throughout all five loci screened. Our assay covered

approximately 8.5% of the coding sequence of DNMT3A

and mutations in this gene have been identified

throughout its coding sequence. Similarly, our assay only

included close to 2.5% of the coding sequence of ASXL1

and TET2, which are disrupted by truncating mutations

that may arise throughout the gene. Therefore, the de-

tected prevalence of somatic mutations in DNMT3A,

ASXL1, and TET2 in our study is likely an underestimation

and more mutations may be found outside the regions

screened. Nevertheless, our findings support DNMT3A as

the most frequently mutated gene in CH.2–5 Close to

60% of DNMT3A mutations identified in hematologic ma-

lignancies disrupt codon Arg882,56,57 while substitutions

involving codon Arg326 represent only 0.1% of DNMT3A

mutations in hematologic cancer.58 In clonal hematopoie-

sis, we find that 9.6% of DNMT3A mutations identified in

controls disrupt codon Arg882, similar to those disrupting

Arg326 which represent 8.9% (13/135 and 12/135 substi-

tutions for Arg882 and Arg326, respectively). We therefore

estimate that the ratio of DNMT3A Arg882 to Arg326 mu-

tations is approximately 600:1 in malignancy and observe

that this ratio is 1.1:1 in clonal hematopoiesis. This sup-

ports the hypothesis that recurrent DNMT3A mutations

grant an advantage to mutated cells, but the risk of pro-

gressing to malignancy is much higher in the presence of

DNMT3A Arg882 mutations.56 This higher risk associated

with these mutations may stem from the dominant nega-

tive effect of DNMT3A Arg882 mutants which severely

affects DNMT3A function through homodimeric interac-

tions with the wild-type protein.59 Mutations in DNMT3A

affecting residues other than Arg882 are thought to have a

smaller effect on the activity of the wild-type protein,

which may not be sufficient to drive the development of

cancer.59 Residues other than Arg882 can also be mutated

in myeloid and lymphoid malignancies and the bi-allelic

presence of this type ofDNMT3Amutations has been iden-

tified in different forms of leukemia. In our cohort, we

identified six individuals with more than one DNMT3A

mutation but the VAF reflected the existence of clones of

different sizes. It is unclear whether in these subjects the

two mutations may be present in the same cell or whether

they represent completely independent DNMT3A mutant

clones.

No significant correlation was observed between the VAF

of the CHDMs identified and the age of the individuals car-

rying the mutations (R2
¼ �0.03, Pearson’s correlation).

This may result from an increase in the occurrence of mu-

tations over time, leading to a higher number of mutant

clones of small size in older individuals that would lower

the average VAF in this group. However, the fact that exam-

ining only mutations with a VAFR 0.02 also reveals a lack

of correlation between age and VAF argues against this

point. Another explanation lies in the possibility that the

size of a mutant clone depends on the age of the clone

rather than the age of the individual in which it is present.

Our study consisted of a single measurement and as such,

we are not able to follow the evolution of mutant clones

over time. One paper analyzing multiple samples from

the same individual followed the evolution of mutant

clones over time and determined that all mutant clones

were still present between 4 and 8 years after initial detec-

tion, with the vast majority of mutant clones increasing or

remaining stable over time.3 These fluctuations may reflect

actual changes in the size of mutant HSC clones, but could

also be due to variation over time in the contribution of

mutant clones of HSCs to blood. It is unclear at present

whether the size of a mutant clone as reflected by the

VAF of a mutation does in fact increase with the age of

the clone. The presence of a CHDM in itself may not be

sufficient to lead to clonal expansion over time, either

because of a weak proliferative effect or because an addi-

tional factor may be required to allow for expansion. A

higher correlation between VAF and age was observed for

individuals over the age of 70 from a different study,5

which may suggest that aging HSCs and bone marrow

environment may represent this additional factor that

allows for clonal expansion of mutant HSCs.

A recent study highlighted the unexpected presence

of mutations associated with developmental disorders at

high frequency in 60,706 reference exomes in ExAC.27

Figure 4. Type of Mutation Change per Age Group
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For instance, 345 individuals were found to carry 56

different truncating ASXL1 mutations, an unexpected

finding, considering that germline truncating ASXL1 mu-

tations cause Bohring-Opitz syndrome (MIM: 605039), a

severe developmental syndrome.27,60 This study shows

that these mutations had lower VAFs than expected for

germline events and were present mainly in older individ-

uals and therefore likely represented CHDMs. This suggests

that the presence in ExAC of other mutations causative for

developmental disorders may also reflect somatic events

involved in clonal hematopoiesis rather than germline

mutations.27 We therefore screened our cohort for somatic

mutations in candidate genes for clonal hematopoiesis

that cause developmental disorders when mutated in the

germline. Similar to this previously published study, we

identified somatic mutations in blood overlapping with

germline mutations known to cause developmental disor-

ders when present in the germline. In addition to four

truncating mutations in ASXL1, we identified 13 missense

substitutions in DNMT3A Arg882, which is known to

be mutated in Tatton-Brown syndrome (MIM: 615879),

a developmental disorder with overgrowth.61 Similarly,

three somatic missense mutations in CBL overlapping

with germline mutations leading to a Noonan-like pheno-

type (MIM: 613563) were identified in our cohort.62,63

However, we failed to identify somatic mutations in blood

in our candidate loci which overlapped with known devel-

opmental disease-causing mutations. This suggests that

this genetic overlap between developmental disorders

and clonal hematopoiesis may be restricted to specific

mutations in known candidate genes for clonal hemato-

poiesis. Thus, the presence of other developmental dis-

ease-causing variants in reference databases remains unex-

plained and may also be due to other factors such as

sequencing errors.We did, however, identify a somaticmu-

tation in CBL leading to CBL p.Arg420Gln at a VAF of 0.15

in a 24-year-old man, with the result that 30% of circu-

lating blood cells carry this mutation. The high VAF for

this mutation is remarkable given the young age of the in-

dividual and the fact that this was the only somatic muta-

tion identified in this individual. As such, it is unknown

whether this mutation represents a somatic event arising

in a HSC during postnatal life or a postzygotic de novomu-

tation arising in early embryogenesis. Interestingly, this

mutation has been reported to cause Noonan-like syn-

drome when present in the germline62 and leukemia

when present somatically.58 We could not access clinical

information or additional samples from this individual to

verify the presence of mosaicism in other tissues. It may

be that pathogenic mutations such as the one identified

in this individual or those present in these reference data-

bases reflect genetic variation in resilient individuals.64

In summary, we have screened a cohort of population

controls between 20 and 69 years of age to identify somatic

mutations in blood implicated in clonal hematopoiesis.

Our method provides high sensitivity which allowed for

the identification of CHDMs at higher prevalence than

previously reported despite studying a limited set of muta-

tions. Somatic mutations were identified in individuals of

all ages, with differences in the profile of genes mutated

per age group and a strong increase in the number of mu-

tations detected with age, with more than 20% of individ-

uals between 60 and 69 years carrying at least one CHDM,

while up to 3% of individuals younger than 30 years of age

had at least one CHDM. Our findings support the occur-

rence of clonal hematopoiesis associated with somatic

mutations as a widespread mechanism linked to aging,

suggesting that clonal evolution of cells harboring somatic

mutations is a universal mechanism occurring at all ages in

humans.
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